
 
 
HERE   ARE   THE   GUIDELINES   -   Any   team   not   following   these   will   be   disqualified.  

● Obey   all   traffic   laws.   Period.   No   exceptions.  
● When   you’re   in   public,   do   not   be   disruptive   and   loud.   Do   not   do   anything   that   would   interfere   with   a  

business.   (Maybe   don’t   send   the   whole   group   inside   at   first).  
● Unless   it   says   otherwise,   the   entire   team   should   appear   in   the   pic   or   video.  
● Don’t   take,   move,   or   change   anything   that   does   not   belong   to   you.  
● Get   permission   before   performing   any   items   that   involve   other   people   and/or   their   property.  
● Each   scavenger   item   must   be   done   in   a   different   location;   no   “double-dipping”.  
● IMPORTANT   NOTICE :   THIS   IS   NOT   A   RACE!   You’re   only   allowed   to   post   6   scavenger   items   out   of   the  

20+   that   are   listed   below.   It's   more   about   strategy   than   it   is   speed.   You   have   all   the   time   you   need   to  
fulfill   the   quota.   

 
POSTING   INSTRUCTIONS   -   MUST   DO   ALL   THREE  

● Upload   image   or   video   to   someone’s   Instagram   account  
● Tag   @emmaustudents   and   use   the   hashtag   #OKCUnitedScavengers  
● Text   (or   Airdrop)   the   pic   or   video   to   Jeron   at   405-415-5219;   include   your   Host   home   name   (ie   7/8   Girls)  

 
500   POINTS   SCAVENGER   OPTIONS  
___    Find   and   take   a   photo   of   a   sold   sign   on   a   property.    Must   be   a   legitimate   sign.  
___    Take   a   photo   of   your   team   acting   like   cheerleaders   outside   of   a   local   school.  
___    Take   a   pic   of   your   entire   team   in   front   of   a   fire   station.  
___    Take   a   shot   of   your   whole   team   in   a   pyramid   or   pyramids   of   at   least   6   people.  
___    Take   a   photo   of   your   entire   team   hanging   from   monkey   bars.  
___    Film   a   video   as   if   you're   experiencing   an   earthquake.   
___    Take   a   photo   of   the   entire   team   in   the   air!   Lose   500   points   if   anyone   is   touching   the   ground.  
___    It's   always   been   your   dream   to   form   a   band,   and   today's   the   day!   Take   a   photo   of   your   team   rocking   out   
         with   “air”   instruments.  
 
1,000   POINTS   SCAVENGER   OPTIONS  
___    Record   a   video   of   your   team   playing   a   game   of   leapfrog   in   a   public   place.  
___    Take   a   photo   of   someone   on   your   team   taking   a   turn   on   a   coin-operated   children's   ride.  
___    Take   a   picture   of   a   license   plate   on   a   vehicle,   not   from   Oklahoma.   (Furthest   away   gets   a  
         1,000   pt.   bonus.)  
___    Take   a   photo   of   your   driver   doing   the   "safe"   motion   while   a   teammate   slides   into   home   plate.   
___    Take   a   video   of   your   team   dancing   in   public   for   30   seconds.  
___    Find   a   coin   from   1999   and   snap   a   photo   with   it   stuck   to   your   team   captain's   forehead.   
___    Take   a   photo   of   your   team   next   to   a   license   plate   with   numbers   that   add   up   to   exactly   11.  
 



2,000   POINTS   SCAVENGER   OPTIONS  
___    Record   a   video   washing   a   *stranger’s   windshield   at   a   gas   station.  
___    Take   a   picture   with   at   least   one   team   member   and   a   police   officer   in   uniform.  
___    Take   a   photo   with   two   black   cars   side   by   side.  
___    Take   a   photo   or   video   with   all   team   members   high-fiving   *strangers   simultaneously.  
___    Take   a   picture   with   a   *stranger   wearing   a   birthday   hat.   
___    Take   a   video   of   a   teammate   playing   a   random   *stranger   in   rock,   paper,   scissors  
___    Find   and   photograph   twins.   Twins   must   not   be   with   Emmaus.  
 
Bonus   Points!!!  

● You   may   earn   bonus   points   for   each   scavenger   item   you   choose   to   submit   if…  
○ You   get   at   least   3   *strangers   to   watch;   they   must   be   seen   in   the   pic   or   the   video.   ( 1000   pts )  
○ You   get   a   stranger   to   participate   with   the   group   in   the   scavenger   item   ( 2000   pts )  

● Extra   Bonus   Scavenger   Item   (not   counted   toward   your   6).    Take   a   photo   of   something   blue.    The   group  
that   posts   the   biggest   blue   thing   gets   2000   points.    (clarification...you   cannot   take   a   picture   of   a   picture  
of   something   blue.   You   must   take   the   original   picture.)   

● No   bonus   points   can   be   awarded   for   an   item   that   is   already   required   to   have   a   stranger   in   the  
scavenger   item.  

 
 
*Stranger   Clarification  
A   ”Stranger”   is   someone   who   is   not   related   to   anyone   in   the   group   or   that   knows   anyone   in   the   group.  
 


